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Abstract—As online social network services (SNS) are booming
and gaining tremendous popularity, there is a sharply increasing
amount of information exchange and interactions among SNS
users. Taking this advantage, users in SNS make decisions via
collecting and combining information from different sources
(i.e. other users). However, there exists a large variance of
trustworthiness among SNS populations, which is threatening the
quality of the information fusion process. In such circumstances,
trust relationships among users in SNS are very important in
decision making as well as for the success of many SNS-based
applications, e.g. recommender systems and ad targeting. An
appropriate trust inference mechanism for trust evaluation is
necessary in extending the knowledge base of trust opinions and
tackle the issue of limited trust information due to link sparsity
in social networks. In this work, we model the trust relationship
among users in SNS as a 2-dimensional vector, and propose a
semiring-based model for trust propagation and fusion as the
building block of our trust inference framework. Specifically, in
our approach, both trust and distrust (i.e., positive and negative
trust) are both considered, and opinion conflict resolution is
supported by our framework of trust inference.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of Internet and IT technologies,

online social network services (SNS) such as Facebook and

Twitter are booming and gaining tremendous popularity. Via

exposing personal behaviors and connecting to each other,

hundreds of millions of users interact and exchange informa-

tion over these platforms [1]. The sharply increasing amount of

information flowing in SNS brings a significant benefit to the

users in SNS as they could make decisions via collecting and

combining information from different sources (i.e. other users)

in the network. Such patterns of information fusion process

have opened a promising market for SNS-based applications.

For example, in recommender systems, the preference of a

user is predicted by users with similar taste [2], and the

recommendations can be further personalized based on social

connections and interactions of users in SNS [3]–[5]. Other ap-

plications like ad targeting [6] and personalized email service

[7] also apply information from SNS for better performance.

However, there exists a large variance of trustworthiness and

preference among SNS populations, which is threatening the

quality of the information fusion process. Meanwhile, based

on the interactions within the social network, there is an

aligned network of trust, where users in SNS have direct trust

opinions about those other users and sources of information

they interact with. In such circumstances, trust relationships

among users in SNS are very important in decision making as

well as for the success of many SNS-based applications.

However, social network connections are naturally sparse,

so is the underlying trust network. Due to the scale-free nature

of the user degree in social networks [8], most users only

have a very small number of connections to other users in

the network, compared to the size of the network. Meanwhile,

however, social networks display the so-called “small-world”

effect [9], i.e. there exists a relatively short path connecting

most pairs of nodes within the network. Thus though each user

has very limited trust information about others, most users are

able to connect to others via paths within the network. This

fact makes trust inference a necessary and ideal approach to

tackle the problem of connection sparsity via reaching trust

relationships among users with indirect connections.

Transitivity is the foundation of most trust inference models.

Guha et al. [10] listed four types of trust transitivity models,

namely direct propagation, co-citation, transpose trust and trust

coupling. Among these four categories, direct propagation is

mostly considered and can be seen as the classical transitivity.

Based on the assumption of transitivity (or partial transitivity),

trust information can propagate along the paths in a trust

network that connect two users and trust relationship can

be inferred. In our trust inference framework, we also admit

trust transitivity and use direct propagation as the form of

transitivity.

When considering trust inference, distrust is another com-

ponent that should be considered. Distrust information can be

used to differentiate unknown users from ones that are not

trusted, that people of zero trust are unknown while those of

negative trust (i.e. distrust) can be identified as antagonistic or

opposite in opinions or preferences. However, the transitivity

over distrust is much more complicated than the one associated

with trust [11]. For example, it is not obvious what the trust

relation between Alice and Charlie is if Alice distrusts Bob

and Bob distrusts Charlie.

In this work, we propose to model the trust relationships

among users in SNS as a 2-dimensional vector, in order to
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present the information contained in trust relationships. In the

vector, both trust level and certainty level about the trustee

are considered, so that more complicated situations can be

modeled and analyzed. By making trust level take values in

the range of [−1, 1], distrust is considered along with trust (i.e.,

negative and positive trust). Based on the trust network and

trust vector, we develop a semiring model for trust propagation

and fusion (aggregation). Our trust inference algorithm is thus

designed with trust propagation and fusion, where opinion

conflict resolution is supported via trust fusion.

Our contribution in this paper is two-fold:

• First, based on an appropriate interpretation of trust in

social network scenarios, we introduce a 2-D trust mea-

sure for trust evaluation, where two independent factors

in trust are both considered.

• Second, we propose novel metrics for trust inference

based on semiring models, where both trust and distrust

are both considered in our framework. Specifically, tran-

sitivity of trust and distrust are discussed and handled

differently.

In the following sections, we will discuss the different

application scenarios where trust mechanism applies and plays

an important role, along with corresponding interpretations of

trust, with an emphasis on the application of trust in social

network services. We will also introduce the semiring frame-

work as a promising mathematical tool for trust inference. We

will propose our model of trust opinion, which is defined as a

2-D vector. A semiring-based trust metric is developed upon

the trust network for trust inference and conflict resolution.

Based on such trust metric, we further propose a trust inference

algorithm via trust propagation and fusion. An example case

is given to illustrate the working mechanism of the inference

algorithm, followed by a discussion about the algorithm and

future directions of research.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Trust Evaluation in SNS

The concept of trust has been widely applied in many

different domains, which makes trust an umbrella term of

multiple interpretations. In the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),

trust is used for authentication and secure transactions [12],

[13]. In P2P networks, a global trust is evaluated to regulate

the interactions among users in the network [14]. Trust is also

an important concept for security in Ad Hoc Networks, in-

fluencing processes like intrusion detection and access control

[15], [16]. In such application scenarios, trust can be treated

as a measure of integrity or level of confidence in cooperation.

In the case of social network services (SNS), trust is

interpreted in a more subjective way. Here trust is a directed

relationship between users and is a compound of integrity,

preference/taste similarity and social closeness, and could be

defined as, in a certainty domain (area), the extent to which

a truster will consider the trustee’s opinions in such domain.

Such a definition makes trust a domain-specific concept that

is tailored for social network scenarios. A lot of research

has been conducted in inferring and evaluating trust/distrust

relationships in SNS, as well as establishing a trust network

based on trust relationships.

Guha et al. [10] conducted one of the earliest studies that

addresses both trust and distrust propagation in an algorithmic

way, where four types of transitivity models are discussed.

Based on the transitivity model, they consider propagation

of trust and distrust in several different cases via matrix

operations, and opinions are combined in a rounding fashion.

They recommend a one-step distrust setting which is robust

and effective.

Golbeck proposed TidalTrust [7], [17] for inferring trust

relationships between people with no direct connection based

on shortest trust paths between them within the trust network.

The algorithm aggregates the weighted trust values between

neighbors to reach indirect trust. However, it only takes into

account the shortest, strongest paths, thus may loose some

ratings from distant users in the trust network. In the following

work [18], trust paths of different length are considered.

MoleTrust [19], [20] proposed by Avesani et al. is similar

to TidalTrust, but considers all raters up to a fixed maximum-

depth given as an input.

Jøsang et al. [21] treated trust and distrust as two separate

concepts and proposed probabilistic aggregation operators for

fusion. However, these operators assume that users have equal

weights (equal importance), and hence lack flexibility. DuBois

et al. [22] designed a probabilistic approach to infer the trust

relationship between users in social networks and applied it in

network clustering. In their following work [11], they further

considered distrust in the network and introduced a modified

spring-embedded algorithm for trust inference.

Walter et al. [23] applied mean field analysis to reach trust

information from social networks, with a consideration of

trust dynamics. [24] defines trust as the personal threshold

determined by the trusting party that describes the maximum

utility the trusting party is willing to risk when dealing with

the trusted party. Kuter et al. [25] developed the SUNNY

algorithm for trust inference based on probabilistic confidence

models. In [26], a 2-D trust score is proposed to distinguish

trust, distrust, inconsistency and ignorance. Trust propagation

is defined using norm, conorm and negator, and trust ag-

gregation uses weighted average. Huang et al. [27] used a

probabilistic soft logic framework for trust prediction.

B. Semiring Structure

Semirings are a well developed tool used in solving con-

straint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [28]. According to [15],

[29], here we give a definition of semiring.

Definition. Semiring: A semiring is a tuple 〈A,⊕,⊗,0,1〉
such that

• A is a (possibly infinite) set with two special elements

0,1 ∈ A

• ⊕, called the additive operation, is commutative and

associative, with 0 as the unit element, such that
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a⊕ b = b⊕ a

a⊕ (b⊕ c) = (a⊕ b)⊕ c

a⊕ 0 = a = 0⊕ a

∀a, b, c ∈ A

• ⊗, the multiplicative operation, is associative, with 1 as

the unit element and 0 as absorbing element, such that

a⊗ b = b⊗ a

a⊗ 1 = a = 1⊗ a

a⊗ 0 = 0 = 0⊗ a

∀a, b ∈ A

• ⊗ distributes over ⊕, i.e.

a⊗ (b⊕ c) = (a⊗ b)⊕ (a⊗ c)

∀a, b, c ∈ A

A semiring 〈A,⊕,⊗,0,1〉 is called an ordered semiring if ∃ a
partial order relation � that is monotone with both operators:

a � b and a
′ � b

′ ⇒ a⊕ a
′ � b⊕ b

′
and a⊗ a

′ � b⊗ b
′

For example, the set of real numbers R, along with the

usual addition and multiplication, forms a semiring, where unit

elements 1 = 1 and 0 = 0.

Different realizations of semirings can be designed and

applied in different application scenarios. Theodorakopoulos et

al. [15], [30] modeled trust opinion in an Ad Hoc network as a

2-D vector of (trust, confidence), and proposed two semiring

frameworks, namely path semiring and distance semiring as

trust metrics for trust evaluation. [31] uses a semiring model

similar to path semiring for multi-trust evaluation within a

trust network.

Most works in applying semiring models for trust evaluation

take trust as a non-negative measure (e.g. with a range of

[0, 1]). In order to accommodate negative trust values (i.e.

distrust), a modification on the semiring model is needed.

III. TRUST MODEL

The main aim in setting up trust networks is to allow agents

to form trust opinions on unknown agents or sources by asking

for trust opinions from acquainted agents. While trust is in-

creasingly getting established, the use and modeling of distrust

remains relatively unexplored. Although recent research works

[26], [32] show an emerging interest in modeling the notion of

distrust, models that take into account both trust and distrust

are still scarce. Most approaches completely ignore distrust,

or consider trust and distrust as opposite ends of the same

continuous scale. However, there is a growing body of opinion

that distrust cannot be seen as the equivalent of lack of trust

[10], [33].

A. Opinion Vector

As is mentioned in Sec. II, trust is domain-specific in SNS.

People hold different level of trust towards others in different

domains (areas); it’s common that people trust others in some

domains or areas instead of others. For example, we would, in

most occasions, trust a physician in her opinions on our health

situation, but not the physician’s ideas on trends in fashion.

Here for simplicity, we first consider the single domain case.

As pointed out in [7], there are actually two types of

trust, i.e. trust opinion in a person, and trust in the person’s

opinions/recommendations. The first part describes the opinion

of the truster on trustee’s quality in providing messages of

integrity, which can be used in evaluating confidence on the

trustee’s introducing other people to establish trust relationship

(i.e. certainty). The later component describes the weight that

the truster puts on trustee’s opinion in domain-specific decision

making (i.e. trust). Based on such hypothesis, we define the

trust opinion as a 2-dimensional trust vector consisting of both

trust level and certainty level.

Definition. Opinion Vector: In our trust model, trust is defined
as a 2-dimensional opinion vector from truster i towards
trustee j:

Oij = (tij , cij)

where tij ∈ [−1, 1] is the trust level representing how much i
trusts (likes)/distrusts (dislikes) the opinions (taste) of j in the

current domain. cij ∈ [0, 1] is the certainty level which shows

how much i believes in the integrity of j.

Trust level tij < 0 corresponds to a distrust relation between

truster and trustee, and that there is to some extent a disagree-

ment/opposition in preference/taste. tij = 1 means “totally

agree”or “like”, while tij = −1 means “totally disagree”or

“dislike”. cij = 1 shows an extreme certainty on j’s integrity.

The initial trust relationship can be established based on the

information in the social network. For instance, both explicit

ratings (like Epinion), or extraction from user interactions (e.g.

‘like’ and ‘dislike’) can be sources of directed trust opinions.

Note that though defining trust as a 2-D vector is similar

to [15], [30], which apply trust in Ad Hoc networks, the

interpretation of trust and the way trust is applied is very

different. Here in a social network setting, trust is used

as a measure of preference and certainty is a measure of

propagation credibility, instead of a representation of identity

in the Ad Hoc network case. Also, here the trust component

takes values in [−1, 1] where a value of −1 means opposite

taste/preferences, while in [15] trust is in the range of [0, 1]
and a value of 0 is used to denote zero-trustworthiness.

B. Trust Network

Based on the trust relationships among people in SNS, a

trust network can be established. Referring to previous work

[3], [7], [10], [23], [26], [32], [33], we define the concept of

trust network in SNS setting as follows.

Definition. Trust Network: Trust network T (V,E) is a di-

rected and weighted graph established via the graph of social

connections, where V is the set of nodes (i.e. users), with

|V | = N denoting the size of the graph. E is the set of directed

edges (i.e. trust links). ∀ directed edge eij = (vi, vj) ∈
E, vi, vj ∈ V , is a directed trust link from node vi towards vj ,

with an associated opinion vector Oij = (tij , cij), indicating

the opinion of trust that node vi holds on vj . Trust links are
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not necessarily symmetric. Ni = {vj |eij ∈ E} is the neighbor

set of node vi.

Fig. 1. An example of trust network

Fig. 1 gives an example of a trust network, where V =
{v1, v2, · · · , v6}. There are 12 directed edges, each represent-

ing the trust relationship between truster (tail) and trustee

(head). For node v3, its neighbor set is N3 = {v2, v5, v6}.

C. Trust Metrics Based on Semirings

Trust networks are typically challenged by two important

problems influencing trust opinions. Firstly, the trust network

is naturally very sparse; in large networks it is likely that many

agents do not know each other, hence there is an abundance of

ignorance. Secondly, because of the lack of a central authority,

different agents might provide different and even contradictory

opinions, hence inconsistency may occur. In order to tackle

the issue of sparse trust relationships and opinion conflict, in

our trust model, we propose trust metrics based on a semiring

that can handle both trust and distrust in opinion propagation

and fusion (i.e. aggregation). Specifically, propagation uses a

multiplication operator (⊗) and fusion process is conducted

via an addition operator (⊕).

Based on intuitive concepts about trust establishment in the

SNS setting, we can expect the addition and multiplication

operators to have certain properties in addition to those defined

in a general semiring structure.

Non-increasing of trust in propagation process. First

of all, since an opinion should deteriorate when propagating

along the trust path, the multiplicative operation which defines

the process is required to satisfy:

Oa ⊗Ob � Oa,Ob ∀Oa,Ob ∈ A

Non-decreasing of trust in fusion process. Regarding

aggregation across multiple trust paths via additive operation,

the fused opinion is expected to have better quality.

Oa ⊕Ob � Oa,Ob ∀Oa,Ob ∈ A s.t. sign(ta) = sign(tb)

According to our application scenario where both trust and

distrust are needed to be considered in trust evaluation, we

propose a novel semiring structure, which is called distrust-

semiring.

Definition. Distrust-Semiring: Distrust-semiring is a tuple

〈A,⊕,⊗,0,1〉 such that

• A = [−1, 1]× [0, 1] is the set of trust opinions, with two

special elements 0 = (0, 0),1 = (1, 1) ∈ A

• The additive operation ⊕ is defined as

Oa ⊕Ob = (t, c) (1)

where Oa = (ta, ca), Ob = (tb, cb), c = max{ca, cb}, and

t =











ta ca > cb

tb cb > ca

sign(ta + tb) ·max{|ta|, |tb|} ca = cb
∀a, b ∈ A

• The multiplicative operation ⊗ is defined as

Oa ⊗Ob = (t, c) (2)

where c = cacb, and

t =

{

0 ta < 0, tb < 0

tatb otherwise
∀a, b ∈ A

In the distrust semiring, the calculation of the trust compo-

nent is more complex. In the additive operation (⊕), it depends

on the certainty level of the two opinions vectors. When the

two vectors have the same certainty level, the trust level t
after operation is equal to the trust level of the opinion that

has the larger magnitude. This is an optimistic definition since

trust opinions of higher magnitude will be selected in such

setting. In the multiplicative operation (⊗), if the two opinions

both have negative trust values (which corresponds to distrust

relationships), then the trust after operation goes to 0 meaning

that the transitivity is cut in this case.

Corresponding to the distrust-semiring introduced above, we

define the partial order relation ‘�’.

Definition. Partial order relation �: In distrust-semiring, for

∀Oa = (ta, ca) and Ob = (tb, cb) ∈ A, we have

Oa � Ob (3)

if and only if
|ta| ≤ |tb|

and
ca ≤ cb.

Based on such a definition of the partial order relation, the

distrust-semiring is a partially ordered semiring.

D. Trust Propagation

Propagation of trust opinion is based on transitivity and is

defined using the ⊗ operator. However, the transitivity of trust

and distrust are considered differently.

Definition. Trust Propagation: In our trust-aware system, trust

opinion between two nodes s and t with no direct connection

can be estimated via the multiplicative operation ⊗ of trust

opinions of edges along the path between the two nodes.

Õst =
∏

⊗,eij∈Pathst

Oij (4)

Fig. 2. Trust propagation

A maximum path length λ and trust threshold τ are set up

to save computational resources and avoid infinite loops. If

the path length exceeds λ or the trust value decreases below
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τ along the path, then there’s no trust (or distrust) relation

between the two nodes.

Fig. 2 illustrates how the trust propagation works in our

framework. In the example, v1 can reach indirect trust about

v3 via its direct trust about v2 and v2’s direct trust about v3. If

the maximum length λ ≥ 2, and the threshold τ ≤ |t12 · t23|,
then v1’s indirect trust about v3 (i.e. Õ13) exists and it can be

calculated as Eq. (5). Otherwise Õ13 doesn’t exist.

Õ13 = O12 ⊗O23 (5)

When there are multiple paths between two nodes, the

indirect trust values calculated via different paths are combined

using trust fusion.

E. Trust Fusion under FATP

Trust opinion fusion across multiple paths, as mentioned

above, is conducted via the ⊕ operator. When both aggregation

and propagation appear in the trust evaluation process, there

are two major ways to combine both processes together. One

is called First Aggregate Then Propagate (FATP) and the other

one is First Propagate Then Aggregate (FPTA). Here we apply

FATP in our system.

Definition. Trust Fusion: Indirect trust values towards node vt
calculated from different paths can be combined in a recursive

way: for nodes that have direct trust opinions about vt, the

aggregated trust values are their direct trust values; for each

node vi along the paths with no direct trust relationship with

vt, vi learns her neighbors’ trust values about vt and combines

them according to her trust towards her neighbors:

Õit =
∑

⊕,vj∈Ni,Oij⊗Ojt�σ

Oij ⊗Ojt (6)

The opinion of neighbor vj ∈ Ni of vi will not be taken into

consideration if vi has low trust level or certainty level about

vj (i.e. |tij | < σt or cij < σc the thresholds).

Compared to previous approaches [20], [32], such definition

for trust fusion based on the ⊕ operator of the semiring is

consistent with intuition, and can handle both trust and distrust

at the same time.

Fig. 3. Trust Fusion

Fig. 3 illustrates how the trust fusion is conducted in our

system. If O01,O02 and O03 are all greater than the threshold

σ = (σt, σc), they will be considered for calculating the trust

of v0 about v4 as shown in Eq. (7):

Õ04 = (O01 ⊗O14)⊕ (O02 ⊗O24)⊕ (O03 ⊗O34) (7)

IV. TRUST INFERENCE ALGORITHM

Given a trust network and the trust model as defined in

Sec. III, the trust relationship between truster (i.e. source node)

and trustee (i.e. sink node) can be inferred via trust propagation

and fusion using the distrust-semiring structure.

Here we propose RingTrust, an algorithm for trust inference

in trust network T (V,E) based on the distrust-semiring struc-

ture. We use vs ∈ V to represent the source node and vt ∈ V
as the sink node. Let λ be the maximum trust path length, σt

be the minimum absolute trust level, and σc be the minimum

certainty level.

The source node vs ∈ V (truster) is aiming to estimate

the relationship Õst with the sink node vt ∈ V (trustee),

if the direct trust relationship Ost does not exist. While the

maximum path length is positive (λ > 0), vs starts from

asking her neighbors, whom she has opinions at enough trust

level (ts· > σt) and certainty level (cs· > σc), for their trust

opinions about vt (i.e. O·t or Õ·t). Each of these neighbors,

e.g. vi ∈ Ns, provides her opinion about vt, either direct one

Oit or estimated one Õit calculated in the same fashion. Then

vs aggregates all the valid trust opinions to reach her opinion

Õst about node vt.
Here we give a recursive implementation in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 Trust Inference Algorithm Based on the Distrust-

Semiring: RingTrust(vs, vt, λ, σt, σc)

Mark vs as visited

if λ == 0 then
return 0 = (0, 0)

end if

if Ost exists then
return Ost

end if

λ = λ− 1

Õ = 0 = (0, 0)

(First Aggregate Then Propagate Scheme)

for each vi ∈ Ns, the neighbor set of node vs do

if (vi has been visited) or (|tsi| < σt) or (csi < σc) then
continue

end if

Oit = (tit, cit) = RingTrust(vs, vt, λ,
σt

|tsi|
, σc

csi
)

if (tsi < 0, tit < 0) or (|tsitit| < σt) or (csicit < σc) then
continue

end if

Õ = Õ⊕ (Osi ⊗Oit)

end for

return Õ

The time complexity of the algorithm is O(N), with N the

size of the graph. With proper settings of thresholds (e.g. λ and

σ) and sampling, the efficiency of the algorithm can increase

by a large scale.

By using the semiring-based trust propagation and fusion

scheme, both trust and distrust (i.e. negative trust) relationships

are taken into consideration for trust inference. Meanwhile,

all the trust paths that are above thresholds are integrated into
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the calculation, which provides better coverage and constitutes

an ideal knowledge base for the algorithm to run upon.

Additionally, the FATP scheme that we apply in our design

has several advantages over FPTA:

• FATP has equal lengths of trust paths in aggregation at

each node. For each node involved in trust evaluation, no

matter the starting or intermediate ones, she only needs

to aggregate information from her neighbors of direct

connections (i.e. all paths have length of 2). Such feature

guarantees similar credibility among paths in fusion.

• Aggregation can be treated as a low-pass filter for

noise canceling and improving the opinion quality (non-

decreasing property of opinion quality in trust fusion).

Thus conducting aggregations at each stage of the propa-

gation is better than operating once only at the final stage

in terms of quality of inferred trust opinions.

• In the FPTA framework, for the truster to reach the

inferred opinion, she needs to collect all the opinions of

intermediate nodes about all related ones, which may be

a threat on privacy of users not connected with the truster

directly. Via FTPA, opinions of indirectly connected users

are masked in the fusion process and their identities are

also not disclosed to the truster. FTPA, in such aspect,

can be treated as a way of privacy protection in trust

evaluation.

V. EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate how indirect trust relationship between

users within a trust network is evaluated via RingTrust, we give

a simple example. The part of trust network that is involved

in calculating Õst, the estimated trust opinion of vs towards

vt, is shown as Fig. 4. Trust opinions associated with each

directed edge are given. In the example, we set the following

thresholds:

• Maximum trust path length λ = 2
• Minimum absolute trust level σt = 0.2
• Minimum certainty level σc = 0.3

According to the RingTrust algorithm discussed in Sec. IV,

since vs doesn’t have direct trust opinion about vt, she has

to query her neighbors’ opinions and reach an estimate, Õst,

based on these opinions. As shown in Fig. 4, vs has six 1-hop

neighbors in the trust network, v1 to v6, that could be used

for inferring Õit.

• Since the initial maximum path length λ is set as 2,

only opinions of the neighbors who have direct trust

relationship with vt will be considered in trust fusion by

vs. Node v1, who has no direct connection with vt, will

send an invalid opinion 0 to vs.

• For v2 and v4, since they have direct trust relationship

with vt and their thresholds are satisfied, their opinion

O2t and O2t will be sent to vs for trust inference.

• t3t, the trust level of v3 towards vt, is less than the

threshold value σt/|ts3| = 2

3
, thus node v3 will reply

with an invalid opinion 0 to vs.

• The certainty level of vs on v5 is cs5 = 0.2 < σc, thus

v5 is not considered by vs in calculating Õst.

Fig. 4. Example for RingTrust algorithm

• v6’s opinion is not considered by vs due to trust level

ts6 = 0.1 < σt.

As as result, node vs will calculate Õst by aggregating the

opinions from v2 and v4 using ⊗ and ⊕ in distrust-semiring:

Õst = (Os2 ⊗O2t)⊕ (Os4 ⊗O4t)

= ((−0.7, 0.8)⊗ (0.7, 0.6))⊕ ((0.8, 0.8)⊗ (−0.8, 0.6))

= (−0.49, 0.48)⊕ (−0.64, 0.48)

= (−0.64, 0.48)

(8)

Thus the evaluated trust opinion of vs on vt using RingTrust

algorithm is Õst = (−0.64, 0.48). As discussed in Sec. III,

this result is in accordance with the properties and require-

ments about trust establishment in the SNS setting, including

trust propagation and trust fusion.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this work, we discuss application of trust in different

scenarios, especially in the social network setting. We model

the trust relationships in SNS as a 2-dimensional vector, in

order to denote both trust and certainty information contained

in opinions. Both trust and distrust (i.e. negative trust) are

considered in our model of trust. Based on the trust network

and trust opinion vector, we propose a novel semiring struc-

ture, the distrust-semiring, for trust propagation and fusion,

where operation on distrust is also supported. Specifically,

transitivity of trust and distrust are handled differently. Based

on the trust model and distrust semiring structure, a trust

inference algorithm, RingTrust is developed, which evaluates

indirect trust relationships via integrating trust propagation and

fusion precesses in an FATP fashion. An example is given to

illustrate the working mechanism of the inference algorithm.

The trust information collected via this design can be used to

help maintain the quality of decision making and information

fusion process in SNS.

Regarding future directions, the first extension of our work

resides on applying the trust inference algorithm in SNS-

based applications for better quality in personalization and

preference prediction. Among various applications, trust-aware

social recommendation based on inferred trust relationships
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will be the primary focus in our next step research [34]. As

pointed out by Guha et al. [10], there are more than one

possible types of transitivity within the trust network. Thus

it would be another direction in our future work to consider

other transitivity models in our framework of trust inference

and explore their influence over the performance. In this work,

the additive operation (⊕) is defined for trust fusion in an

optimistic way. We will evaluate other possible definitions of

the operation in the semiring structure that can also resolve

the opinion conflicts from different agents, and compare with

our current setting. As we mentioned in this paper, trust is

domain specific and people may have different trust statements

(i.e. different levels of preference and certainty) about the

same user within different domains, and we will investigate

how trust network forms and trust inference operates in the

multi-domain case, where trust would be a multi-dimensional

vector. As an effect that is often ignored, delay of influence

from trustees towards truster might be meaningful in tendency

prediction, and we are interested in looking at such effects as

well.
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